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Disclaimer
NOT ADVICE: This Whitepaper does not constitue as financial or investment advice, 
trading advice, or any recommendations by Apecron or Blockchain Innovations, LLC, it’s 
affiliates, officers, directors, managers, consultants, developers, or advisors on the merits 
of purchasing Apecron tokens or any tokens released and affiliated with Apecron or 
Blockchain Innovations, LLC. In addition, it should not be relied for with any other project 
or contract or purchasing decision and is considered at the sole discretion of the 
individual buyer to do their own research and decide based on their own accord. Nothing 
on any platform including but not limited to Telegram, Discord, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram, 
Facebook, LinkedIn, TikTok, YouTube, GitHub, or any other platform thereof, including this 
Whitepaper and our website, should be relied on as any promise, guarantee, or 
representation thereof in the future.



Apecron or any party associates makes no representation regarding the liklihood or 
probability that any actual or proposed account allocation will in fact achieve a particular 
investment outcome or goal. Please remember that cryptocurrencies are a volatile 
investment risk and have the value that individuals associate with it. Investing in any 
digital currency is at the buyer / investor discretion and should always do their own due 
dilligence and be aware of the risks involved with such investments.



Incidents may happen. Apecron and all affiliates are not liable for any choices users 
make with Apron, the token (APECRON), the platform, the launchpad, or any utility 
developed thereof or any future component of the Apecron and Blockchain Innovations, 
LLC ecosystem.



NOT REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES have been made to the recipient of this 
Whitepaper as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions, 
or matters arising from, contained in, or interpreted from this whitepwpwer or any 
ommission from this document or any other written or oral information or details 
provided now or in the future to any interested party.



FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS: All statements herein other than historical facts are 
to be viewed as forward-looking within the meaning of “safe harbor” providions of the 
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. All statements will attempt to be 
identfied using words such as but not limited to “anticipates, “aims”,  “will”, “plans”, 
“believes”, “could”, “expects”, intends”, “may”, “should” etc. These statements are based 
on the current expectations and sepeak only as of the date herof. While we believe our 
expectations reflected in our forward-looking statements to be reasonable, we can give 
no guarantee or assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct. Nothing is a 
guarantee or promise of future performance and all events are subject to both known and 
unkown risks and uncertainties that could cause results, events, or financial positions to 
differ from those expressed in such forwar-looking statements.We take no obligation to 
revise, update, or modify any forward-looking statements for any reason.
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Introduction and Mission

The experienced development team at Apecron has researched and created 

our own custom platform using the best qualities from many websites, 

improving and combing them into one lightning fast reliable platform, while 

also adding unique features of our own! 



So simple to use, the beginner trader will be able to navigate the dashboard 

with ease, yet with many customization options available to suit the needs of 

the seasoned professional trader.





Developing the core platform for the Apecron ecosystem is just the first step. 

Upgrades and new features will be added regularly, as well as expansion of 

the real world utility to provide the most comprehensive and advanced 

portfolio management  platform on Cronos, neatly packed in one modern 

interface… All while rewarding the APECRON holder every step of the way! 

There are many token tracking and trading 
options to choose from. All of them provide 
useful information and tools to manage your 
portfolio, but many of them lack features, or a 
refined and intuitive interface… 
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Core Features02
Your portfolio is up 40.53%

Apecron
APECRON

18.72%

1.01%
Cronos
CRO

9.24%
CrogeCoin
CROGE

7.45%Crotama
CROTAMA

4.11%Croking
CRK

Portfolio Tracking made easy!

LaunchPad

With build in wallet management, chart tracking, trading 
management, and an easy to use built-in DEX, managing 
your portfolio is simple, easy, and takes the hard work 
out of the equation, giving you more insights to your 
cryptocurrency investments!



Simply connect your wallet to view all owned tokens to 
easily track/trade your portfolio including multiple 
wallets! Search or explore any token on the CRO network 
and trade right from the dashboard quickly and easily 
with no additional fee.

A key component to the Apecron Ecosystem will be 
around the LAUNCHPAD. Creating an ecosystem for 
investors that is safe and aimed to deliver top quality 
projects in the space, the Apecron Launchpad will 
empower everyone with fully vetted and verified / doxxed 
projects that launch in the crypto space. Initially for 
Cronos, this will become availalbe across chains and 
offer a safe, secure place to invest in the latest crypto 
and helping you find the gems before they MOON! 

Additionally, it is planned to offer Apecron investors a 
supply of launched project’s tokens based on their 
holding percentage. More to come on this feature! 

Launchpad will be available to all professional projects 
willing to meet the terms that ensure a safe launch and 
success for the project and its investors.
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Core Features02
Yield farming / staking

With our partnered yield farm token, any project can use 
the Apecron platform to provide rewards for their holders 
right from the dashboard.



In addition, Apecron plans to offer Yield Farming and 
Staking as an additional benefit to investors. This is 
going to enable further build out of the Apecron 
ecosystem and deliver an unbreakable solution for all 
types of investors!

NEW Pair Explorer + contract scanner

Finding that promising new token listing can be difficult, 
but Apecron makes it easy to see the contract's scam 
rating and ape into any new token right when it’s 
deployed. This will be available and separate from our 
launchpad and is an added tool for investors and their 
research of projects. While launchpad projects will 
always be safest due to the process of listing, this 
feature enables a base for investors to begin their 
research on projects.



We will also launch an ApeIndex Score that will also give 
added insight into projects. Remember, always be sure to 
do your own research!
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Core Features02
Featured  Projects and Ads

We love helping other projects succeed in the space, but 
love giving our investors even more solid plays and 
projects through additional vetting processes. We will 
offer strategic partnerships that will be available for 
projects  looking to pursue advanced exposure and 
outreach with our wide reaching audience of investors.



In addition, any advertising space we plan to help the 
utlity and project grow thru a unique system designed to 
funnel profits back to holders of Apecron through various 
rewards and airdrops to provide even more benefits of 
being a part of our ecosystem.




Project engagement

Upvotes, descriptions, links, the whole bag of bananas! 
Apecron’s easy to use platform will provide advanced 
views and engagements allowing for users to share their 
view of a project through upvoting and other interactive 
elements, discussions and community engagement, 
learn detailed information from descriptions, to social 
profiles, to verified contract addresses and much more. 



This mode of transparency and engagment will allow 
both projects and investors a safe space to openly 
engage and build a thriving community.



Apecron will deliver more project specific content than 
any other outlet to help the user make informed 
decisions about potential investments without having to 
search multiple websites.
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Core Features02
NFTs & Marketplace

Who else loves NFTs? We sure do! We plan to release our 
own unique NFTs with utilities that benefits both 
investors of Apecron as well as the holders of the NFTs. 
The utility aspect will be an evolving part of our 
ecosystem and additional details will be shared as we 
further expand into the world of NFTs and the metaverse.



In addtion, Apecron will launch a revolutionary 
marketplace that will be a safe platform for buying, 
selling, and trading NFT collectibles while also providing 
our investors rewards from the process! Stay tuned for 
more to come!

Social Media And Call Group

Tired of missing the next best thing or not finding that 
hidden gem that was SAFU? Don’t worry, we’re here to 
help with that! New and promising SAFU projects can 
use our network of marketing partners to greatly 
increase exposure with a built in social media platform.



All users can discuss relevant information on a project’s 
page or in general chat and hear about the next 
moonshot at Apecron first!



No longer will you feel you have to FOMO, but instead 
you can use our platform to do your own research in an 
easy to use and safe environment while still giving you 
tons of opportunities to find a great entry! Best part, stay 
connected and subscribe to be notified of new and 
upcoming projects, releases, and be a head of the curve!
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Core Features02
Token Locker and Security

The Apecron Token Locker ensures that liquidity and 
team tokens are safely locked and is very easy to view, 
all at a competitive price to other options.



We are also focused extensively to provide word-class 
cyber security across all of our products. Utilizing the 
latest and best in class technology, we ensure all data is 
encrypted and none of your financial information is ever 
stored or managed thru our ecosystem. All financial 
crypto information is stored securely only on the 
blockchain and we will NEVER ask you for any data such 
as key phrases!




Contract Audits

We’re more than just a platform, we are aimed at keeping 
you and your financial investments protected. We will 
partner with industry experts along with our in house 
professionals, to provide an extensive Apecron audit 
process that will provide a comprehensive review of a 
token's contract and its team and publish the results, 
increasing investor trust.



We pride ourselves on the trust and transparency we 
establish with our community and investors, and plan to 
deliver even greater trust thru mechanisms that will 
detect and focus to prevent scams, rug pulls, honey pots, 
and much more! Sleep easy knowing your investments 
and information is safe, secure, and private!
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State of the Token

An ever rising token value and steady stream of rewards from advertising 

revenue, launchpad tokens and partnered staking platform will encourage 

even the avid day trader to hold long term!  These diamond holders will 

receive more than the total value of their token in dividends over time without 

selling a single APECRON token from the many services the platform offers.

The APECRON token will have many uses 
within the ecosystem.  The purpose of the 
token is to provide endless growth as 
adoption of the platform increases. 
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Tokenomics

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 - 1 billion

Max Wallet: 10,000,000 - 10 million

9% Total Buy/Sell Tax

5% Liquidity - will be used for auto liquidity

2% Marketing - will be used for spreading the word of Apecron

2% DevOps - will be used for development and operations



(Note, there may transaction fees for claiming or selling such as gas fees per the network).
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State of the Token03
Launchpad Token Rewards

The Apecron project launchpad plans to reward holders and investors in the 
Apecron ecosystem with an additional line of passive income! We will reserve 
3% of the partner token’s supply for APECRON holders proportionate to the 
amount of APECRON held! Tokens will be released over time and are able to 
be claimed from the dashboard! This feature alone gives investors a stream 
added income without ever spending a dime or selling a single $APECRON 
token. 

Advertising Rewards

A portion of all advertising revenue will be awarded to APECRON holders and 
are able to be claimed monthly from the dashboard!

Staking/Yield Farm

Apecron’s partnered staking rewards will encourage long term holding while 
providing an unparalleled and sustainable stream of income!

Buyback/Burn/Add LP

We will allocate funds towards buybacks to counter negative pressure on the 
chart, then burn those tokens and further increasing the price of each token 
by reducing supply or adding them to liquidity.

contract address

0X09AAE6C66BC670016801E34D19B1775B038B6C43
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The Platform04

With an emphasis on user experience led 
by world-class design and engineering, the 
Apecron dashboard and central hub will 
provide the base for the entire ecosystem 
of products and utilities for investors. This 
central hub will be the foundation of the 
Apecron ecosystem and will provide users 
with the tools for managing their portfolio, 
tracking their wallet(s), seeing tokens and 
data in real-time, engaging in community 
and centralized discussions, finding new 
tokens thru our new token pair, spotlight, 
participate in yield farms, utilize 

The Apecron platform will consist of an easy 
to use, secure, and fast application that will 
utilize the latest technology and industry 
standards to deliver an immersive user 
experience that will change the DeFi space.

a built-in DEX for easy swapping of tokens, and accessing many more 
features including our state of the art Launchpad experience to find new 
projects and partnerships. Don't be fooled by it's sleek and simple design, 
the platform is designed to make it easy for you to manage your entire 
crypto porfolio in one centralized place!
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The Launchpad05

There are many issues with the environment that today’s most popular DeFi 

launchpads create. From scams and rug pulls to poorly executed launches 

and exposure for projects. There needs to be a place that balances all 

aspects to create a safe and secure environment and process to help 

establish trust in the crypto and DeFi space.

The Apecron Launchpad will be a game 
changer for DeFi, fixing the issues in today’s 
industry and creating a secure place for 
project launches while rewarding our holders!

Security

Even when a project owner KYC’s, there is still the potential of a scam and we 

have identified and hope to provide a solution for the key ways that they are 

able to do this. 



There can be hidden malicious functions within the token contract that raise 

the tax, syphon liquidity or prevent selling just to name a few.  We at Apecron 

will use our network of reputable audit partners to identify these potential 

threats and in turn, an attempt at preventing them.  



Each token contract MUST be audited by one on our verified list of 

comprehensive audit service providers and we will red flag any potential 

threat to investors and reserve the right to prevent any launch from 

proceeding if we at Apecron feel there is risk. This is to encourage that only 

honest, committed teams launch under the Apecron brand!
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The Launchpad05

HODL

Team tokens 

This is another method used to take advantage of the investor. If a project 

decides to have team tokens there will be a maximum of 5% total supply 

allowed and the vesting period will be 9% of these tokens per month over 11 

months, claimed by the project contract owner from our dashboard. That is 

roughly 0.4% of total supply per month if the project chooses the maximum 

5% of  total supply.



The goal and aim is to provide stability and protection not just for the investor 

but for the project as well!

#APECRONMOON
HODL
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The Launchpad05
Whitelists and private sales

Generally, private sales are how the team and their friends load up on multiple 

wallets at a discounted rate so that these tokens have an advantage over the 

average investor at launch and the likelihood to dump on them, hurting the 

investment.  We realize this isn’t always the case, but to prevent the 

possibility and promote a fair environment, private sales are not welcome at 

Apecron.  Any project that wishes to use the Apecron Launchpad will be 

prohibited from having a private sale allocation in token supply.  





Whitelisted presales are another way that projects can abuse exclusivity to 

give some advantage over others.  At Apecron, we believe in fairness and 

every launch will be a fair launch.  The project owner can either choose, in any 

combination, a maximum contribution amount, maximum total $ amount for 

the presale, or launch with no cap to either and only have a countdown timer 

to the presale’s close.





All of these measures in place are to promote a platform that is fair across 

the board full of legitimate projects with a dedicated and professional team, 

rather than an endless cycle of pump and dumps.  Any project that meets 

these requirements are welcome to list their project with Apecron, though this 

model favors those with real utility and innovation.  
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The Launchpad05
hOLDER BENEFITS

Once a project is approved to list on the Apecron Launchpad, there is a 1 

week listing period before the presale goes live. This allows the time for the 

project to line up marketing and give the opportunity for Apecron investors 

the guaranteed chance to invest. Not at an advantage, but rather to ensure 

that holders of Apecron don’t miss the opportunity if a presale fills quickly.  



25% of the presale cap will be available for Apecron investors in that week 

between listing and presale launch, proportionate to the amount of 

$APECRON an investor holds. The reserved tokens for anyone who chooses 

not to invest will be automattically rolled into the presale launch.This added 

measure in place ensures that the Apecron investors and community 

members can support the new project!
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The Launchpad05
Launchpad example scenario

Say, if someone holds 1% of Apecron total supply, they are eligible to invest in 

1% of the available 25% of tokens reserved in this way, or a total of .25% of 

the tokens available at launch. They can then choose to increase their 

investment once the presale is live up to the max purchase cap set by the 

team.



3% of the new token’s supply is reserved for Apecron holders…. Other presale 

launchpads do something similar, but generally the launchpad team keeps 

and sells these tokens, hurting the project that chose their platform! 



Apecron will instead give these tokens to it’s holders, providing an endless 

stream of rewards and passive income while providing a wide reaching 

interest in what is upcoming!  Airdrops are usually an expensive service and 

increase awareness, holder count, vested interest and excitement for the 

project to join the family, but at Apecron this service is free and included!   

Tokens can be claimed from the dashboard as they are released over the 

vesting period, or Apecron holders can choose to let them accrue over time 

and claim all of them once the vesting period ends. 10% of tokens will be 

disbursed weekly starting 3 days after launch.  This is to ensure that any 

vested token sells do not impact the chart and in turn hurt the project we are 

trying to support!
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The Future of DeFi06
We are not here to provide the services 
people are used to.  Instead, we aim to 
innovate and change the space of DeFi 
forever!

We will do this by providing a world class ecosystem that promotes quality 
content, where instead of broken and separated, people can come to one 
place to easily learn everything necessary to make informed investment 
decisions free of charge.

Pre launch - the New Website

The team is working to deliver a robust and user focused redesigned website 
that is aimed to delivering on brand product that will be a foundation for all 
marketing efforts and help drive the launch of the ecosystem and platform! 
The new website will provide investors with a clear, easy to use and 
understand experience that will further the core efforts for the project and 
allow for a seemless delivery.




phase 1 - Rollout of the platform (beta)

The core beta platform will include chart tracking and trading with portfolio 
management via wallet connectivity.  Many features will be added and 
updated regularly as they are ready including project scam rating, multiple 
wallet tracking, trade transactions on chart, project descriptions, social media 
platform, etc.
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The Future of DeFi06
Phase 2 - Increased Targeted Marketing

With the launch of the new website and rollout of the platform, the team will 
begin full on marketing to drive awareness, bring new investors, and share the 
amazing utility with the world! We will focus on marekting to the right 
advertising channels and platforms to maximize exposure while ensure to 
minimize money spent!




Phase 3 part 1- Rollout Of The Apecron Launchpad (Beta)

The Launchpad will be the premiere vehicle that new Cronos projects will be 
using to gain an immediate following of vested Apecron community 
members, as well as exposure to many new investors.

Phase 3 part 2-  Staking Partnership

Apecron’s staking partner provides long term value for any project that 
wishes to reward their investors.




Phase 4 - Going Beyond!

If this wealth of content that Apecron brings to the Cronos network and the 
space of DeFi isn’t enough, don’t worry.  We will continue to refine and 
upgrade all aspects of the ecosystem and expand the use case and adoption 
to reach all corners of cryptocurrency! We will conduct user feedback studies 
to improve the product while staying on top of trends and latest standards to 
deliver more for our investors! If that’s not enough, we have other projects 
that we plan to launch into our ecosystem through our launchpad and giving 
even more to our investors!




Leadership Team
Meet the team behind Apecron.

Blockchain Innovations, LLCAPECRON

Brandon 

CEO of Apecron and founder of Blockchain Innovations, LLC. Brandon is an 
entrepreneur and visionary, delivering ideas that will shake up the DeFi space. 
He focuses on the operation of Apecron and leading efforts on the marketing 
and business aspects of the project.




RaashID

Founder of Apecron and lead developer, Raashid has 14+ years of experience 
with 5+ years of blockchain development experience. Raashid is driving the 
project’s development operations and ensuring the security of the platforms 
developed.

Karoline

Head of marketing and community management, Karoline works to deliver 
strong tailored growth for the platform, organizes raids, and engages the 
community through many various aspects that drive organic growth like 
nothing seen before!




Mark

Senior developer and UX designer, many have called him a unicorn due to his 
unique skillset and ability to deliver both solid, secure, and performant code 
while creating unique and user focused interace designs. Mark has 15+ years 
of development experience, holds a M.S. in Internet Marketing, a B.S. in 
Development, and has achieved his User Experience Certification (UXC) from 
Nielsen Norman Group.




Contract Address:


0X09AAE6C66BC670016801E34D19B1775B038B6C43
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